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Note: Please read this operating manual carefully before using.



- Glass Vacuum Lifter is designed for using to lift and to move large 
sized glass within the specified work load limit.

- The lifter can rotate 360 degree to left or right directions and 90   

degree to upright direction easily.
- Glass Vacuum Lifter has four suction cups which help lifting 

various sizes of glass. 
- This particular lifter model is operated by battery.

- The Glass Lifter is consisting of main frame connected by suction 
cups with lever arms.

- Main frame is connected with hanging bar.
- Main frame is assembled with Control box, Electric box, Vacuum 

motor and Battery box. 

SPECIFICATIONS

 DVL500

1100 lbs (500 kg)

4 pcs

11  (300mm)¹³⁄₁₆’’

33  x 35  (850x900mm)⁷⁄₁₆ ⁷⁄₁₆’’ ’’

220/110V 

12V, 18Ah
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I. OVERVIEW:

II. T  S : ECHNICAL PECIFICATIONS

Code

W.L.L (Work Load Limit)

Diameter of Suction Cup 

Number of Suction Cups 

Power Charge

Battery

Minimum Glass Dimension 

1. Dimensions: 
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2. : Spare part list

POS CODE DESCRIPTION

MAIN LIST

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DVL500-01
DVL500-02
DVL500-03
DVL500-04
DVL500-05
DVL500-06
DVL500-07
DVL500-08

Frame
Rotating Box
Hanging Bar
Vacuum cup group
Electric Box
Control box
Battery box
Knob lock 

QTY
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
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III. INSTRUCTION FOR USE: 

a/ Before Operations:
- Make sure the battery is fully 

charged before using the lifter. 
- Check the suction cups are free from damage. If it was damaged, 

make sure to  replace it with a new suction cup. 
- Check there is no leakage of vacuum pressure. 
- Make sure the glass surface and suction cups are clean and free 

from dust.
- Ensure buttons, pressure and voltage indicators functionally all 

right and operate well.
- Run idle smoothly without any noise.

b/ During Operations:
- Always pay attention to alarm signal caused by such as pressure 

and voltage gauges (battery voltage shall be around 14VDC when 
fully charged and lower side shall be around 11VDC) 

- Stop working immediately when detected abnormal phenomena 
such as; noise, vacuum leakage, deformation of any parts, and so on.

- Ensure maximum safety in the working area to avoid accidents 
when moving or lifting glass sheets.

c/ After Operations:
- Lock all the safety locks and valves when not in use.  
- Store the suction cups in a cool and not humid place. 
- When storing, avoid distortion and deformation of any part of the 
lifter.

1. Caution:
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Step2:    Move the lifer close to the glass surface.
CAUTION: Make sure all of the suction cups touch the glass surface 
at the same time with even spacing.

Step1: Move the lifter next to the glass:
CAUTION:
-Adjust the suction cups to fit to the glass. (Refer to V-4. Adjust the 
suction cups position /page 14).
-Make sure the lifter is at the gravity center of the glass.

2. Device Usage:
   A. UPRIGHT Glass Lifting Usage: 
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Step3: Press (green light) button to suction the glass: VACUUM 

CAUTION:
- After pressing the the VACUUM button, 

gauge indicator shall turn to the left, 
showing the vacuum pressure is generating. 
Make sure the gauge indicator shows 
between  to -0.8 bar -1 bar.

Step 4: Rotate the glass:

  - During proper suctioning the glass can be rotated 45 or 90 degrees 
(Refer to /page: 16, 17). V-5. Rotate Suction Cups

Vacuum Pressure indicator for 
diagonally suction cups.

VACUUM

POWER BATTERY

RELEASE

LOW BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGE

 LOW VACUUM
PRESSURE

14.0

Press
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Step 5 Move the glass to the desired location::  

CAUTION:
 - When lowering down the glass, 

handle it carefully and slowly with 
best cares.

 - Do not unlock the lock lever to 
adjust the angle when suctioning the 
glass. 

Step 6 Press and move :  RELEASE button (for about 5 seconds) 
the lifter away from the glass:
Caution: Make sure the gauge indicators take back to 0 before shut 
the lifter off. 

WARRNING:
- Never press (red light) button during suctioning RELEASE 

glass.
- Confirm the pressure gauge indicators are showing between -0.8 

to -1 bar.
- If pressure indicator shows less than move the system to -0.6 bar, 

a safe position and fix it.

CAUTION: Confirm indicators 
show “0” before releasing.

VACUUM

POWER BATTERY

RELEASE

LOW BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGE

 LOW VACUUM
PRESSURE

14.0

Press  
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B.  Glass Lifting Usage:HORIZONTAL
-Before suctioning the glass, adjust the suction cups in position 

downward in order to suction the glass horizontally. (Refer to V-3. 
Adjust the suction cups from Upright to Horizontal/page 13).

Step1: Move the lifter near to the glass.

Caution:
- Adjust the suction cups to fit to the glass. (Refer to V-4.Adjust the 
suction cups position/page 14).
- Make sure the lifter is at the gravity center of the glass.
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Step2: Move the lifter close to the glass surface:
Caution: Make sure all of the suction cups touch the glass 

surface at the same time with even spacing.

 Step3: Press VACUUM (green light) button to suction the glass:

VACUUM

POWER BATTERY

RELEASE

LOW BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGE

 LOW VACUUM
PRESSURE

14.0

Press
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C :AUTION
- After pressing the button, VACUUM 

the gauge indicator shall turn to the left, 
showing the vacuum pressure is generating. 
Make sure the gauge indicator shows 
between  to-0.8 bar  -1 Bar.

 Step 4: Move the glass:

- During proper suctioning, the glass can be rotated horizontally 45 
or 90 degrees (Refer to /page: 16, 17). V-5. Rotate Suction Cups

WARRNING:
- Never press (red light) button during suctioning RELEASE 

glass.
- Confirm the pressure gauge indicator is showing between -0.8 to 

-1 bar.
- If pressure indicator shows less than move the system to -0.6 bar, 

a safe position and fix it.
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 Step 5: Move the glass to the desired location:

Step 6: Press RELEASE button  and move   (for about 5 seconds)
the lifter away from the glass:
Note: Make sure the two gauge indicators take back to 0 before shut 
the lifter out.

CAUTION:
- When lowering down the glass, handle 
it carefully and slowly with best cares.
 - Do not unlock the lock lever to adjust 
the angle when suctioning the glass. 

CAUTION: Confirm indicators 
show “0” before releasing.

VACUUM

POWER BATTERY

RELEASE

LOW BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGE

 LOW VACUUM
PRESSURE

14.0

Press  
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1. :Suction Process
IV. APPENDIX:

- Button ON/OFF: Push ON/OFF battery charge.
- Power Switch: It opens and closes the electric circuit.
-VACUUM: Press (when power switch is ON) the sound ''beep'' 

shall start and the lifter shall start vacuum generation.
+ When the pressure gauge achieves around -0.82 bar, the system 

turns off automatically and changes into Stand-By mode. 
+ The vacuum pump will start again when the pressure goes down 

to around -0.7 bar.
WARNING: Make sure the VACUUM sign is always bright and 

flash; when no light, suction does not work automatically, please 
check the system.

- RELEASE: Hold the RELEASE button for 5 seconds with 5 times 
“beep”. The valve will open and the pressure gauge will return to 0, 
ending the releasing pressure process. 

Control pannel:

Power Switch

Voltage Indicator

Vacuum On Release

Pressure Gauge 

LED light (low battery)

LED light 
(low pressure) 

LED light (charging battery)

VACUUM

POWER BATTERY

RELEASE

LOW BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGE

 LOW VACUUM
PRESSURE

14.0
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- Voltage Indicator: shows the voltage of the battery.
- Pressure Gauge: shows the pressure of the vacuum pressure 

applied.
- LED light (low pressure): flashes when the pressure is not in the 

range from -0.6 bar to 0 bar.
- LED light (low battery): flashes when the battery is as low as 

11VDC.
- LED light (charging battery): shows the battery is charging. 

Remote controller:
-  Remote controller has four buttons as described below: 

- .Button turn on the remote controllerON: 
- .Button turn off the remote controllerOFF: 
- are the same function as Button and button VACUUM  RELEASE 
the  of the control pannel.VACUUM  RELEASEand

Button ON
Button OFF
Button VACUUM
Button RELEASE
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3. Adjust the suction cups from Upright to Horizontal:
- Pull down the lock lever to release, then carefully incline the cups 

to horizontal position and adjust the angle as the picture below.

2. :Alarm Modes
- Low pressure: -0.6 bar During working if the pressure is lower than , 

the system will alarm. Move the system to a safe position and fix it 
immediately.

- Low battery: When the battery voltage goes down to less than 11V 
after using lifter a long time the system also will alarm.

Lock lever
Upright position

Horizontal position
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4. :Adjust the suction cups position

POST DESCRIPTION

Snap pin
Latch
Lever arm
Suction cup

1
2

3

4
5

6

&

&
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To adjust suction cup position:

1. Pulling out the snap pin (1) out of the latch (2). Then, remove the 
latch (2) from the lifter.

2. Pulling out the snap pin (4) out of the latch (5). Then, remove the 
latch (5) from the lever arm (3).

3. Remove the suction cup (6) from the lever arm (3).
4. Reinstall the suction cup (6) into the equipment's body.
5. Put the latch (2) and snap pin (1) in the original first position.
(Do the same actions to the other three suction cups)

WARNING: Be aware of maintaining the lever arm (3), snap pin (1) & 
(4), latch (2) & (5) and suction cup (6) are all securely installed, 
reconfirm the installation again.
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5. :Rotate Suction Cups
Step 1: Pull the lock latch.

Lock latch
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VI. WARRANTY
 At the time of delivery, it is necessary to check that Glass Vacuum 
Lifter has not been damaged during shipment. Any claims must be 
presented within 8 days from the delivery. We grant to our customers 
one (1) year warranty on the Lifter from the purchase date.
Warranty coverage is not applicable to:
   -When the lifter is improperly used.
   -When the operator fails to comply with the instructions in the manual.
   -When the specifications are not followed.
   - .When damages are due to inadequate maintenance and inspections
   -When damage is due to improper storage.
   - .When repairs were performed by the user without our permission
   -When non-original spare parts were used.

Step 2: Rotate the frame to the required angle:

V. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION:
After using, user must:
- Clean the lifter to avoid from dusts and liquids into suction cups 

and electrical devices.
- . Store in cool and non humid place to preserve the rubber disks
- Set up the maintenance inspection regularly.
- Always reserve replacement parts for maintenance.
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WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
In order to validate the warranty, it is mandatory please read carefully the 
following:

PERIOD
The warranty starts from the date of purchase (date on 
distributors invoice).
Warranty is valid for a period of .twelve (12) months

WARRANTY
This warranty is limited only to provide replacements of the 
parts recognized by the Company as defective (excluding worn-
outs and consumables.)
The Company is not responsible for any damages caused by 
persons after purchase and/or caused by negligence from the 
content of this manual. 

In case of failure of the machine, our After-Sales Service 
Department will inform you of the appropriate methods of 
dealing with your claim and advise you of your nearest 
approved service center. 

EXCLUSIONS
Warranty does not apply for damages or failures caused by:
Incorrect use, misuse, error in transportation, in handling or in 
maintenance.
Use of non-genuine parts/accessories, or of incorrect specs., i.e. 
Slabs not used in the covered range of thicknesses, etc.
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THIS MANUAL SHALL BE REVISED WITHOUT PRIOR 
NOTICE FOR IMPROVEMENT PURPOSES

DO NOT COPY AND/OR QUOTE THE CONTENTS WITHOUT 
PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENTS OF ABACO MACHINES.
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